The Darbouxian theory of integrability allows to determine when a polynomial differential system in C 2 has a first integral of the kind f Here, we solve the inverse problem, i.e. we characterize the polynomial vector fields in C 2 having a given Darbouxian function as a first integral.
Introduction and statement of the main results
By definition a planar polynomial differential system is a differential system of the form dx dt =ẋ = P (x, y), dy dt =ẏ = Q(x, y), where P and Q are polynomials in the variables x and y. Moreover, the dependent variables x and y, the independent variable t (called the time), and the coefficients of the polynomials P and Q are complex. Associated to the polynomial differential system (1) in C 2 there is the polynomial vector field X = P (x, y) ∂ ∂x + Q(x, y) ∂ ∂y (2) in C 2 . Sometimes, the polynomial vector field X will be denoted simply by (P , Q).
The degree m of the polynomial differential system (1) or of the polynomial vector field X is the maximum of the degrees of the polynomials P and Q. The degree of a polynomial P is denoted by δP . The degree of a rational function P /Q is defined as δ(P /Q) = max{δP , δQ}.
If the polynomials P and Q are not coprime, let R be the greatest common divisor of P and Q. Then, the change in the independent variable t given by ds = R dt transforms the polynomial vector field (2) into the polynomial vector field (P /R, Q/R) with P /R and Q/R coprime. Since if (P /R, Q/R) has a first integral, we also have a first integral for (P , Q) , in what follows we shall work with polynomial vector fields (P , Q) with P and Q coprime.
A Darbouxian function can be written into the form
where f 1 , . . . , f p are irreducible polynomials in C[x, y], λ 1 , . . . , λ p ∈ C, n 1 , . . . , n p ∈ N ∪ {0} (i.e. the n i are non-negative integers) and the polynomial g of C[x, y] is coprime with f i if n i = 0. First we want to characterize when a polynomial vector field X in C 2 has the Darbouxian function H (x, y) as a first integral; i.e. when H is constant on the trajectories of X contained in the domain of definition U of H , or equivalently when dH /dt = XH = P ∂H /∂x + Q∂H /∂y = 0, on U .
Given a polynomial vector field X the Darbouxian theory of integrability provides sufficient conditions in order that X has a Darbouxian first integral, see for more details Section 2. This theory started with Darboux [10] in 1878. For more details and results on the Darbouxian theory of integrability for planar polynomial vector fields, see [1, 3, 4, 6, 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here, we study the inverse problem. Our main results on the inverse problem are summarized in what follows. 
where X f i is the Hamiltonian vector field (−f iy , f ix ). Moreover, the vector field given by (4) has the integrating factor
and X is as in (4) dividing its components by their greatest common divisor D. Moreover, DR 1 is a rational integrating factor of X. Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 3. Also in that section we shall show that the second part of statement (a) cannot be extended to the integrating factors of the form (3) with g = 0. In Section 4 we provide examples of all statements of Theorem 1. Corollary 2 follows directly from Theorem 1. Note that Corollary 2 says that the degree of a polynomial vector field having the first integral (3) is not independent of the degrees of the polynomials appearing in (3).
Prelle and Singer in [15] proved the following result. We improve Theorem 3 as follows.
Theorem 3. If a polynomial vector field X has a first integral of the form H (x, y)
= f λ 1 1 · · · f λ p p exp(g/(f n 1 1 · · · f n p p )) where f 1 , . . . , f p are irreducible polynomials in C[x, y], λ 1 , . . . , λ p ∈ C, n 1 , . . . , n p ∈ N ∪ {0}
Corollary 4.
We assume that the polynomial vector field X has a first integral of the form
The results of Corollary 4 are strongly related with Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 of Walcher [20] .
Other aspects of the inverse problem of the Darbouxian theory of integrability have been studied, see for more details Theorem 10 (due to Christopher [5] ,Żoładek [21] and Christopher, Llibre, Pantazi and Ziang [8] ) and Proposition 12 (due to Christopher and Kooij [5] ) in Section 2. In fact, the next result improves statement (b) of Theorem 10 and Proposition 12. Then, X has the first integral f
Theorem 5 will be proved in Section 3. An example of a polynomial vector field satisfying Theorem 5 will be given in Section 4.
A function R(x, y) is an integrating factor of the vector field X = (P , Q) on the domain of definition U of R if div(RP , RQ) = 0 on U . As usual the divergence of the vector field X is defined by
For the next theorem see the definitions of irreducible invariant algebraic curve, exponential factor, their cofactors and (weak) independent singular in Section 2. This theorem improves the conditions for the existence of an integrating factor in the Darbouxian theory of integrability using information about the degree of the invariant algebraic curves, specifically it improves statement (e) of Theorem 9. As far as we know, this is the first time that information about the degree of the invariant algebraic curves, instead of the number of these curves, is used for studying the integrability of a polynomial vector field. 
, and the r independent singular points are weak, then the (multi-valued) function
for convenient λ i , µ j ∈ C not all zero is an integrating factor of X.
Theorem 6 is also proved in Section 3. An example of a polynomial vector field satisfying Theorem 6 will be given in Section 4.
As far as we know, this theorem uses by first time information about the degree of the invariant algebraic curves for studying the integrability of a polynomial vector field, because until now the Darbouxian theory of integrability only used of the invariant algebraic curves of a polynomial vector field its number for studying its integrability looking for, either a first integral, or an integrating factor, see Theorem 9.
Darbouxian theory of integrability
The Darbouxian theory of integrability for planar polynomial vector fields can be summarized in the next theorem. As far as we know, the problem of integrating a polynomial vector fields by using its invariant algebraic curves was started to be considered by Darboux in [10] . The version that we present improves Darboux's one essentially because here we also take into account the exponential factors (see [4, 9] ), and the independent singular points (see [3] ). Some more complete versions can also consider the Darbouxian invariants (see [1, 2] ), but since these more complete versions will not play any role in this paper here we omit them.
First we introduce the main three notions in the Darbouxian theory of integrability. Let f ∈ C[x, y]. The algebraic curve f (x, y) = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve of the polynomial vector field X if for some polynomial K ∈ C[x, y] we have
The polynomial K is called the cofactor of the invariant algebraic curve f = 0. Of course, the curve f = 0 is formed by trajectories of the polynomial vector field X. We note that since the polynomial vector field has degree m, then any cofactor has at most degree m − 1. The following result is well known, see for instance [7] . 
As before we say that L is the cofactor of the exponential factor exp(g/ h).
Proposition 8. If exp(g/ h) is an exponential factor for the polynomial vector field X, then h = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve of X.

Proof. See [4]. 2
In fact, in Proposition 8 h = 0 is an invariant algebraic curve with multiplicity larger than 1 as solution of X, for more details see [9] . 
is a first integral of X. Note that in Theorem 9 the fact that the irreducible factors of the polynomials h j are some f i 's is due to Proposition 8.
Statements (a), (b), (d) and (e) restricted only to invariant algebraic curves are due essentially to Darboux [10] . These statements taking into account the exponential factors and the independent singular points can be found in [4, 6, 7] . Statement (c) is due to Jouanolou [12] , for an easy proof see [7] .
The next theorem is another kind of inverse problem of the Darbouxian theory of integrability, in it the invariant algebraic curves are given and we want to obtain all the polynomial vector fields having these invariant algebraic curves. This theorem was stated by Christopher without proof in [5] , and used in other papers as [1, 11, 13] .Żoładek in [21] (see also Theorem 3 of [22] ) stated a similar result using an analytic approach, but as far as we know the paper [21] has not been published. A first complete proof of it, using mainly algebraic tools, has been given in [8] . Let f i = 0, for i = 1, . . . , p, be irreducible algebraic curves in C 2 . We assume that all f i satisfy the generic conditions of Theorem 5. Then any polynomial vector field X of degree m having all f i = 0 as invariant algebraic curves satisfies one of the following statements.
Theorem 10.
where the h i are polynomials such that
and Y is a polynomial vector field with degree
In [8] we show that all the assumptions of Theorem 10 are necessary in order that the result hold. More specifically, we proved the next result.
Proposition 11. If one of the conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 10 is not satisfied, then its statements do not hold.
An interesting complement to Theorem 10(b) due to Christopther and Kooij [5] is the following. The second part of statement (a) of Theorem 1 is in some sense the equivalent to Proposition 12 for our inverse problem.
Proof of our main results
In this section we shall prove Theorems 1, 5 and 6.
Proof of Theorem 1. By a direct calculation we prove that system (4) in statements (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 has (3) as a first integral. So, the "only if " part of Theorem 1 is proved. Now, we shall prove the "if " part.
We assume that H = f
) is a first integral of the polynomial vector field X = (P , Q) of degree m. So, we have
by Theorem 9(a) system (9) has the first integral H = f −1 1 f 2 F . Doing simple computations we observe that system (9) can be written into the form (4) with λ 1 = −1, λ 2 = 1, n 1 = 0 and n 2 = 1. We also note that the polynomials P and Q are coprime.
Since the divergence of system (9) is div = 1 + 3x + 3y and we have that K 1 + K 2 = div and (9) can be written into the form (4), the second part of statements (a) of Theorem 1 cannot be extended to integrating factors of the form (3) with g = 0. However, since K 1 + 2K 2 = div, this system has the integrating factor
Proof of Theorem 6. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 6 hold. By Theorem 9(e) function (6) is either a first integral, or an integrating factor of X. But, from Corollary 2 function (6) cannot be a first integral of X because l + p i=1 δf i < m + 1. Hence, the proof is completed. 2
The examples
First, we provide three examples of a first integral satisfying statement (a) of Theorem 3. The Darbouxian function H = y −3 exp(3x 3 /y) is of the form (3) with f 1 = y, λ 1 = −3, n 1 = 1 and g = 3x 3 . Then, the l defined in Theorem 3 satisfies l = 3. Therefore, since l + p i=1 δf i = 4, and the polynomial vector field given by (4) is X = 3(y + x 3 , 3x 2 y) with m = 3, it follows that H and X satisfy statement (a) of Theorem 3.
The next first integral and its corresponding polynomial vector field provide examples satisfying Theorem 3(a) and Theorem 5. The Darbouxian function H = xy(x − 1 + y/3) is of the form (3) with f 1 = x, f 2 = y, f 3 = x −1 +y/3, λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 1, n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = 0 and g = 0. Then, the l = 0. Therefore, since l + p i=1 δf i = 3, and the polynomial vector field given by (4) is X = (x(1 − x − 2y/3), y(−1 + 2x + y/3)) with m = 2, we get that H and X satisfy statement (a) of Theorem 3, because X has the first integral H and the integrating factor 1/H . Additionally, this is an example satisfying Theorem 5. Now the third example satisfying Theorem 3(a). The Darbouxian function H = (x 2 + y 2 ) exp(2y) is of the form (3) with f 1 = x + iy, f 2 = x − iy, λ 1 = λ 2 = 1, n 1 = n 2 = 0 and g = 2y. Then, the l = 1. Therefore, since l + p i=1 δf i = 3, and the polynomial vector field given by (4) is X = 2(−y − x 2 − y 2 , x) with m = 2, we have that H and X satisfy statement (a) of Theorem 3, because X has the first integral H and the integrating factor 1/(x 2 + y 2 ). Now we shall provide two examples satisfying statement (b) of Theorem 3. The Darbouxian function H = y −4 (x 3 +x 4 +y 4 ) is of the form (3) with f 1 = y, f 2 = x 3 +x 4 + y 4 , λ 1 = −4, λ 2 = 1, n 1 = n 2 = 0 and g = 0. Then, the l = 0. Therefore, l + p i=1 δf i = 5, and the polynomial vector field given by (4) is (P , Q) = (4x 3 (1 + x), x 2 (3 + 4x)y) with P and Q non-coprime. So, X = (4x(1 + x), y(3 + 4x)) with m = 2 is the polynomial vector field satisfying statement (b) of Theorem 3.
The second example is the following one. The Darbouxian function H = (x + 1) −2 (y − x 2 ) exp(−1/(x + 1)) is of the form (3) with f 1 = x + 1, f 2 = y − x 2 , λ 1 = −2, λ 2 = 1, n 1 = 1, n 2 = 0 and g = −1. Then, l = 1. Therefore, l + p i=1 δf i = 4, and the polynomial vector field given by (4) is X = (−(x + 1) 2 , −2x − y − 3x 2 − 2xy) with m = 2 satisfying statement (b) of Theorem 3.
Finally we provide an example satisfying Theorem 6. The polynomial vector field X = (x(y + 1), −y(x + 1)) with m = 2 has the invariant algebraic curve f 1 = x with cofactor K 1 = y +1, the exponential factor exp(x +y +1) with cofactor L = x −y = −div, and the weak independent singular point (−1, −1) which is not on f 1 = 0. Therefore, l = 1, p = q = r = 1, and consequently it satisfies p + q + r = m(m + 1)/2 = 3 and l + p i=1 δf i = 2 < m + 1 = 3, and it has f 0 1 exp(x + y + 1) as integrating factor. Hence, X is an example of a polynomial vector field satisfying Theorem 6. We note that, from Theorem 9(a), there does not exist a first integral given by a Darbouxian function of the form f λ 1 1 exp(x + y + 1) µ 1 .
